
Minutes of Unit 249’s Board of Director’s Meeting 
London Sectional 

London Bridge Centre 
1109 Dearness Drive, London, ON N6E 1N9 

Saturday, January 26, 2019 
8:15 am 

 
Present: Tom Ramsay, Ted Boyd, Susan Edwards, Tom Jolliffe, Jed Drew, Jennifer Verdam-Woodward, 
Maria Deaves, Hazel Hewitt, Pat Simpson 
 
Regrets: Ewoud Van Goch  
 
Meeting: A quorum being present, the meeting chaired by Tom Ramsay was called to order at 8:15 am. 
 
Approval of the Previous Minutes: 
 
Moved by Sue Edwards and seconded by Tom Jolliffe that the minutes of the last Board Meeting held 
September 15, 2018, be approved as circulated - CARRIED.  

Business Arising from the Previous Minutes:  

Committee Reports 

Secretary: Jennifer Verdam-Woodward 
 
Correspondence and communications since our last meeting of September 15, 2018 are as follows: 
 

• Nov 1/18: received preliminary financials for the NAP District finals 
• Nov 19/18: received correspondence from Adriaan Kempe (Grand River Bridge Club) regarding 

the possibility of increasing compensation for dealing services inserted at the bottom of this 
report 

• Nov 22/18: received correspondence from Charles Dalmas regarding a venue and possible date 
change of the Sarnia tournament due to his current venue changing their pricing structure, and 
asking for permission to run the tournament at a small loss. Ted Boyd, Jennifer Verdam-
Woodward, and Jed Drew responded in favour.  

 



 
 
We had a discussion regarding Adriaan’s letter. Tom Jolliffe and Ted Boyd felt that $15/set of boards is 
adequate. Sue Edwards agreed and noted that London has built dealing into their caddy time. Sue would 
rather give a $200 honorarium to cover wear and tear on the machine than giving an increased amount 
per boards. Jed Drew said that typically tournaments always deal more than needed for 
contingencies/web movements, etc. It was therefore decided that we would maintain the current 
pricing structure. Tom Ramsay will reply to Adriaan Kempe. 
 
Tournaments: Ted Boyd 
 
We are sanctioned to hold nine Sectional Tournaments and one Regional in 2018. 
 
Successful Sectional Tournaments have been completed in London, Guelph, Sarnia, Cambridge, 
Tillsonburg, Goderich, St Thomas, Chatham, and Stratford. The table count is lower for the year by 55 
tables from 2017 and we have “made a profit” of approximately $3,800, excluding the Stratford 
Sectional, which is approximately $500 more than 2017.   
 
The schedule for Sectionals has seen Sarnia move to early June and although it was one week after the 
Cambridge Sectional, it didn’t affect the table count. In 2019, the tournament dates will move again to 
June 29/30 to accommodate Charles’ location, changing to the St Paul’s Anglican Church in Point 
Edward. There was discussion with Port Franks about twinning the tournament, which eventually came 
to naught. 
 
Stratford will move from its traditional date to an earlier Oct 25, 26, 27.  
 

Re: Tournament Compensation 
I draw your attention to certain data. When I started dealing cards in 2013: 
1) a dealing machine cost $4,800 CDN equivalent (including HST & delivery) due to the 
exchange rate 
2) machine refurbishing cost $160 shipping + $175 = $235 total 
3) clubs received $15/set of boards during a tournament with the dealer paid as a caddy at 
$75/day plus $9 for lunch. It takes approx. 30 minutes per set of boards with a cleaning 
recommended by Dealer4 after 10 sets of boards. So 16 sets of boards (i.e. GRBC 
Sectional & Stratford Sectional) would be a full day’s work 
 
4) dealing machines now cost $7,000 CDN including shipping & HST 
5) GRBC recently experienced severe damage to their machine which UPS declined to 
cover. Shipping now costs $420 for Express/Insured each direction while refurbishing is 
$225 for a total $1,065 
6) Caddies are now paid $100/day plus $12 lunch; a $28/day increase or approx. $2/set of 
boards 
 
   I suggest UNIT249 consider increasing the compensation to sponsoring clubs. An 
increase to $17/set would do no more than breakeven compared to 2013 so an increase to 
$18-$20 is appropriate. A $3/set increase only provides GRBC with a nominal $48 on 16  
sets of boards…. it is equally a nominal reduction to Unit249 which is already in a sound 
financial position 



The Chatham Sectional is moving to November 30 and December 1 to attempt to generate interest. We 
consistently advise that each Sectional doesn’t need to “make money”, but Tournament Coordinators 
are disappointed when they do not.   
 
Sanctions for 2019 are in place for all nine tournaments scheduled for 2019.  
 
The Regional Tournament, July 3 – 8, 2018 at Bingemans in Kitchener was detailed in a separate Report. 
Anecdotally, the site was widely praised and discussions are proceeding to book Bingemans for the 2020 
Regional.  
 
The Unit received $2,500 from the District to promote Novice Games and held a session with Barbara 
Seagram, a special Swiss Day at the Regional and a Kid’s Day on Saturday at the Regional. Many thanks 
to the District for the support.  
 
The Unit received a request/ report from the Grand River Bridge Club after the 2018 Regional asking for 
direct support for the club. The response is detailed in a separate report. 
 
Membership: Maria Deaves 
 
I have included a brief summary of the membership activity for Unit 249, as sourced from the ACBL’s QUIP 
report.  Membership growth within Unit 249 was negative for the last 12 months ending December 31, 
2018. 
 
Over the past twelve months, 105 new members joined and 146 members left the unit, for a net decrease 
of 41 members. 
 

Unit 249 Membership Activity for the 12 months ending December 31, 2018 
 
 

# of Members  Member Gains   Member Losses  Net Losses 
Unit 249 1,324   105   146   41 
District  7,724   665   673   8 
ACBL  162,798  10,934   13,460   2,526 
 

Average Age of Membership 
 

 
  Q1 2014 Q1 2017 Q1 2018 Q4 2018 
 
Unit 249 69.45  70.79  70.22  69.77    
ACBL  70.79  72.01  72.22  72.45  
 
 
In August of 2016, the Unit began issuing two Free Plays to each new member who joined the ACBL within 
Unit 249.  No Free Play vouchers have been redeemed since the last report dated June 30, 2018. 
 
Maria Deaves questioned whether we should continue giving free plays. Jed Drew and Jennifer Verdam-
Woodward felt that they should continue. Consensus is that we should continue – that it is cheap and the 



ink and paper would be consumed when we send a welcome letter anyway. 
 
Webmaster: Tom Jolliffe  
 
The website is primarily utilized to communicate tournament information and to provide our members 
with convenient access to the ACBL website and to Unit 249 bridge clubs.  
 
The software and hosting provider used to manage Unit249’s website is Wix. The annual fee of $149 US 
for the Premium Hosting Plan with Wix was paid in October and renews this service to November 2, 
2019. The domain registrar is Fastdomain Inc. The domain registration fee of $47.70 US was paid in 
December and renews our unit249.com domain name until January 5, 2021. 
 
Currently, the unit has no backup resource trained in managing the unit’s website. I have reviewed web 
maintenance procedures for a WIX site utilized by the London Bridge Centre with two LBC members.  
Either of these two individuals could manage the Unit’s website on a short-term basis should there be a 
webmaster vacancy. However, I anticipate that neither would volunteer for this role. 
 
The initial website design has been consistent for over two years and is dated. The Home Page has now 
been simplified and no longer consists of multiple frames on a single scroll down page. Instead, 
additional menu items and pages have been added to the menu toolbar. This design change simplifies 
the search for unit information on the website. 
 
The ongoing maintenance to the website remains unchanged and consists of: 

• Posting notifications of upcoming tournaments 
• Publishing New Rank Achievements monthly 
• Updating Education Opportunities within the Unit 
•  Announcing the New Members to the Unit 
• Publishing Unit 249 Minutes and Financial Reports 
• Updating links for Hall Of Fame, Ace of Clubs and Mini McKenney ACBL pages  
• Updating links to the Kibitzer 

 
Education Committee: Hazel Hewitt 
 
Learn Bridge In A Day 
 
We purchased permission to present LBIAD  five times between July 2018 and June 2019.  So far two 
clubs have presented it and two more have expressed interest.  Their comments are as follows: 
 

1. From Maureen Knowler, Goderich 
 

We ran this in September and had 32 people attend.  We provided lunch and snacks.  The cost was 
$15.00 per person to cover printing costs and lunch.  The program was well received and about 22 
came for another session a month later.  We also ran follow-up for a few Mondays in 
December.   We currently have a mentoring program on Mondays and are hoping to see some come 
out and eventually play on Tuesdays, which is our sanctioned game.  We had very positive 
comments and many would like to see a continuation and further lessons. 



 
2.  From Joan Lawson, Grand River 
We were very happy with the event, especially since we were in a temporary location with limited 
space. Thirty people attended and from that group, 10+ people immediately signed up for beginner 
lessons. We plan to run the event again in September 2019 with the same coordinator and 
facilitator.  

  
3. From Randy Breuer, Sarnia 
After we agreed to do this we found out there already was one on September 1 in Sarnia. 
I do not know if we will use in the New Year so if another clubs would use go ahead if not let me 
know and I will try to get organized. 

 
4. From Jed Drew, Tillsonburg 
We did not proceed with LBIAD due to time constraints. 
Perhaps will do this in the spring when most of the snowbirds are back. 

 
Jed Drew noted that if you don’t have a follow up plan to continue bridge lessons and/or play with the 
new players, the program won’t work.  
 
Discipline: Pat Simpson 
 
No disciplinary matters to report. 
 
Supplies: Sue Edwards/Ewoud Van Goch 
 
We thank Sue Edwards for her service. Ewoud Van Goch is not located in London but Bruce Moor will 
keep an eye on supplies in London and Ewoud will take over the ordering and logistics of getting them to 
tournaments. Tom Jolliffe was concerned about Bruce’s time to monitor the supplies to order them. 
Maria Deaves volunteered to help Ewoud with this.  
 
Jed Drew stated that for those tournaments who used to rent tables from Lee Daugherty, he has sold 
the business to Unit 166. Unit 166 charges 4.00/table but also 91 cents a km all ways (so four times). It 
will now be therefore much more expensive to rent the tables and in some cases impossible (they likely 
would not rent to the Goderich tournament at all due to geographical constraints). Tom Jolliffe 
suggested that we figure out how to buy tables and rent them. Jed said that the issue would be location 
of storage and vehicles to get them to tournaments. Tom Jolliffe and Ted Boyd will look into this, notify 
the tournament chairs, and find a solution. Jennifer Verdam-Woodward will provide Maria with 
information regarding the party rental business in Clinton.  
 
Treasurer’s Report: Jed Drew 
 
Preliminary statements are missing Stratford and the NAP results. We currently have approximately 39k 
in the bank. We are in a healthy financial statement and can afford to continue to charge the same 
sectional tournament entry fees as last year.  
 
To:                          Board of Directors, SWOBA, Unit 249 
From:                    Jed Drew, Treasurer 
Subject:               Treasurer’s Report – Preliminary 2018 



Date:                     Jan 25, 2019 
  
The following is a preliminary report on our year end results for 2018. Attached please find the 
following files: 

PL 2018 Prelim1.pdf Preliminary Income Statement for 2018 
BS 2018 Prelim1.pdf Preliminary Balance Sheet as at Dec. 31, 2018 
Schedule 1 201831 v2.pdf Preliminary Schedule 1 for 2018 

  
Of note, these results do not include any results from the Stratford Sectional, held in mid-November.  I 
am still awaiting financial reporting and full remittance from the tournament chair.  Thus, all of these 
results are incomplete.  
Balance Sheet (Attachment BS 2018 Prelim1.pdf) 
As of this date we have $47,813 in assets, consisting of $39,948 in the bank, no accounts receivable, no 
outstanding advances, prepaid expenses of $550 (supply storage) and other assets of $7,865 
(depreciated value of Bridgemates).   
Our balance sheet shows that we have total liabilities of $5,304, of which $1,150 is accounts payable for 
honoraria for our auditor and the Stratford tournament chair and $50 which was short-paid to the 
Chatham Sectional Chair.  As well, we owe the federal government $4,154 in HST remittances. 
Our unrestricted net assets retained from prior years is $39,771 and we have a net income to date in 
2018 of $2,738. 
Available Working Funds 
At the end of the year our available working funds was the $39,397 cash on hand, less our current 
liabilities of $5,304, for a net available working funds position of $34,093. 
Since the start of the 2019 we have received $1,676 in membership dues and a partial remittance of 
$3,000 from the Stratford Sectional.  Thus, as of today we have available working funds of $38,769. 
Profit and Loss Statement (Attachment PL 2018 Prelim1.pdf) 
According to the P&L Statement attached we had a net income for 2018 of $2,738, as noted above.   
This amount should improve when we get the final reporting from the Stratford Sectional. Going by past 
results, we should net around $1,000 for Stratford, assuming no major changes in their cost structure, 
and factoring in the small table count reduction (5.0 tables). As well, I still have some HST to recover 
from prior years, which should net us another $500, approximately. 
Of note, this year, for the first time, we booked depreciation on the Bridgemates.  This $1,966 charge 
reduces our stated profit, but, as it is a non-cash transaction, does not reduce our working funds. 
Updated Tournament Results (Attachment Schedule 1 201831 v2.pdf) 
Since my last report I have since finalized the accounting for the Kitchener Regional, St. Thomas 
Sectional and Chatham Sectional.  They have now been included in the updated Preliminary Schedule 1. 
Briefly, the regional had a net profit of $5,441, while St. Thomas and Chatham lost $491 and $910, 
respectively.  
Sectionals 
In the case of the sectionals, the losses were principally due to a drop in attendance as all other 
expenses were relatively constant.  St. Thomas’s attendance was down 8.5 tables (6.3%), while Chatham 
was down 33.0 tables (30.6%). 
Regional 
The final figures for the Regional were disappointing, compared to the budget, but on review, we see 
that attendance was 242 tables (19%) lower than budgeted.  On large numbers such as this, the leverage 
of lower table counts on revenue and net profit is substantial. 
The following table compares the actual results to the approved budget for the tournament. 



 
As a matter of interest, we have to remit over $8,900 in HST for this tournament alone, of which we will 
recover just over $3,600 in input tax credits.  The tax implications are included in this analysis. 
It is not the intent of this report to focus specifically upon the results of the regional and, to be fair to 
the Tournament Chair, he has not seen this detailed analysis. Accordingly, I think that it would be very 
beneficial if he and I met separately to review the results and consider what options are available to 
improve for the next Regional. 
  
  
Jed Drew 
Treasurer 
SWOBA Unit 249 
  
55 Fairs Cr. 
Tillsonburg, ON  N4G 5W2 
Home: (519) 842-8786 
Cell:      (519) 550-3890 
 
Ted Boyd moved to accept the preliminary financials. Hazel Hewitt seconded - CARRIED.  
 
 



Dec 31, 18

ASSETS
Current Assets

Chequing/Savings
Chequing Account - TD 39,397.59

Total Chequing/Savings 39,397.59

Other Current Assets
Prepaid Expenses 550.00

Total Other Current Assets 550.00

Total Current Assets 39,947.59

Other Assets
Bridgemates 7,865.38

Total Other Assets 7,865.38

TOTAL ASSETS 47,812.97

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities

Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable

Accounts Payable 1,150.00

Total Accounts Payable 1,150.00

Other Current Liabilities
GST/HST Payable 4,153.59

Total Other Current Liabilities 4,153.59

Total Current Liabilities 5,303.59

Total Liabilities 5,303.59

Equity
Unrestricted Net Assets 39,771.26
Net Income 2,738.12

Total Equity 42,509.38

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY 47,812.97

8:34 PM SWOBA Unit 249 
01/25/19 Balance Sheet 
Accrual Basis As of December 31, 2018 

Page 1



Jan - Dec 18

Ordinary Income/Expense
Income

District 2 Subsidies 2,314.24
Membership Dues

Temp Mbr Recruitment Bonus 34.40
Membership Dues - Other 7,020.32

Total Membership Dues 7,054.72

Sales
Entry Fees - Tournaments

Local Free Plays Honoured -875.22
Student Discounts -538.94
Entry Fees - Tournaments - Other 113,795.31

Total Entry Fees - Tournaments 112,381.15

STaC Games 7,619.51
Supplies to Tournaments 2,364.80
Table Fees 3,070.00
Tournament Surplus - Regionals 0.00
Tournament Surplus - Sectionals 0.00

Total Sales 125,435.46

Sundry Income 645.00
Suspense - Income 0.00

Total Income 135,449.42

Gross Profit 135,449.42

Expense
Awards and Presentations 1,938.56
Depreciation Expense 1,966.34
Education

Course Fees, Dues & Licenses 353.05
Novice Program 2,206.92
Youth Bridge 631.90

Total Education 3,191.87

Honoraria - General 1,700.00
Kibitzer 1,615.36
Office Supplies

Postage and Courier 142.12
Office Supplies - Other 221.41

Total Office Supplies 363.53

Professional Fees 600.00
Reconciliation Discrepancies -20.30
Sponsorships

New Member Subsidies 78.00
Sponsorships - Other 200.00

Total Sponsorships 278.00

Supply Costs - Unit 7,047.51
Tournament Expenses

ACBL
ACBL Director Fees 22,899.00
ACBL New Member Surcharge 128.85
ACBL Sanction Fees 12,308.09
ACBL Travel Fees 11,894.24
ACBL US Exchange 7,193.98
ACBL - Other 3,857.53

Total ACBL 58,281.69

Honoraria - Tournaments 6,100.00
Hospitality 3,819.49
Prizes 522.30

8:35 PM SWOBA Unit 249 
01/25/19 Profit & Loss 
Accrual Basis January through December 2018 

Page 1



Jan - Dec 18

Site Expenses
Site Rental 17,557.94
Table Rental 4,236.00

Total Site Expenses 21,793.94

Tournament  Admin
Advertising and Promotion 364.95
Caddies 4,450.00
Equipment Rental

Board Duplication 2,097.39
Bridgemates 175.00

Total Equipment Rental 2,272.39

Photography 98.16
Registration Desk 3,262.48
Tournament  Admin - Other 1,679.53

Total Tournament  Admin 12,127.51

Transfer to District 2 3,108.00
Unit Expenses 5,434.80

Total Tournament Expenses 111,187.73

Travel and Meeting Costs
Meeting Costs 45.42
Travel Expense - District 774.23
Travel Expense - Unit 1,654.90

Total Travel and Meeting Costs 2,474.55

Unit Free Plays 175.11
Website and Internet 193.04

Total Expense 132,711.30

Net Ordinary Income 2,738.12

Net Income 2,738.12

8:35 PM SWOBA Unit 249 
01/25/19 Profit & Loss 
Accrual Basis January through December 2018 

Page 2
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Tournament Financial Results
PRELIMINARY

Compared to Prior Year
All Figures are Net of HST Unless Noted Otherwise

Basic Entry fee per player per session   (incl HST) $12.50 $12.50 $12.50 $12.50 $12.50 $12.50 $12.50 $12.50 $12.50 Not Held Not Held $17 $12.50 $12.50
Income 2017 2018 2017 2018 2017 2018 2017 2018 2017 2018 2016* 2018 2017 2018

Entry Fees & Sundry Income 6,443 6,942 8,001 8,533 2,474 2,339 10,858 11,460 2,165 63,269 58,651 10,180 9,748
Expense

Tournament Expenses
ACBL

ACBL Director Fees 1,256 1,256 1,356 1,756 756 756 2,049 1,932 800 11,748 11,907 2,268 2,268
ACBL Other Fees 43 47 16 19 29 29 57 29 393 456 60 45
ACBL Sanction Fees 624 587 666 701 298 301 853 874 119 4,106 3,983 788 770
ACBL Travel Fees 583 585 141 151 141 154 969 679 8,984 7,202 1,235 1,361
ACBL US Exchange 408 334 457 358 374 261 1,060 580 4,808 3,847 833 740

Total ACBL 2,913 2,809 2,636 2,985 1,598 1,501 4,988 4,094 919 30,039 27,395 5,183 5,184
Honoraria - Tournaments 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 1,500 1,600 500 500
Hospitality 206 596 505 434 143 (36) 330 249 185 1,644 1,384 1,020 463
Prizes 382 60 64
Site Expenses

Site Rental 1,000 1,099 1,444 1,476 10 10 1,447 1,535 836 9,615 9,145 644 953
Table Rental 525 526 40 36 713 759 240 1,450 1,825 504 540

Total Site Expenses 1,000 1,099 1,969 2,002 50 46 2,159 2,293 1,076 11,065 10,970 1,148 1,493
Tournament  Admin

Advertising and Promotion 0 32 34 0 644 72 316 52
Caddies 240 200 200 200 0 500 500 295 1,770 2,750 200 200
Novice Program 2,207 200 200
Equipment Rental 80 80 235 125 60 60 350 282 466 160 1,230 270 330
Tournament  Admin - Other 225 201 70 82 32 9 0 119 39 962 3,783 188 232

Total Tournament  Admin 545 481 505 407 92 69 882 935 801 3,536 10,042 1,173 1,014
Unit Expenses 524 566 658 700 238 228 846 905 1,138 1,025 802 782
District Expenses 3,164 794

Total Tournament Expenses 5,688 6,051 6,773 7,029 2,621 2,308 9,705 9,358 3,540 52,149 53,210 9,828 9,435
Net Tournament Income 755 891 1,229 1,504 (148) 31 1,153 2,102 (1,376) 11,120 5,441 352 313

Tables 145.0 139.5 187.0 200.0 55.5 52.5 256.5 264.0 51.5 1053.5 1036.0 232.0 225.5

London
Sectional

Guelph
Sectional

Sarnia
Sectional

K/W-Cambridge
Sectional

Puslinch I/N 
Sectional

Unit 249
Regional

Tillsonburg
Sectional
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Basic Entry fee per player per session   (incl HST) $13.00 $13.00 $12.50 $12.50 $12.50 $12.50 $12.50 $12.50 $13.00 $13.00
Income 2017 2018 2017 2018 2017 2018 2017 2018 2017 2018 2017 2018 2017 2018

Entry Fees & Sundry Income 5,830 5,867 5,925 5,522 4,858 3,319 9,919 2,393 7,620 58,866 110,252
Expense

Tournament Expenses
ACBL

ACBL Director Fees 1,256 756 1,512 1,512 756 756 1,890 240 11,871 20,631
ACBL Other Fees 76 16 30 16 169 51 116 0 536 663
ACBL Sanction Fees 498 504 522 499 452 362 766 469 3,644 5,265 11,457
ACBL Travel Fees 700 442 890 967 344 354 1,016 0 4,783 10,533
ACBL US Exchange 399 316 448 487 330 272 689 0 4,165 6,454

Total ACBL 2,928 2,034 3,403 3,481 2,051 1,795 4,476 709 0 3,644 26,620 49,739
Honoraria - Tournaments 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 0 4,500 5,100
Hospitality 69 291 (141) 138 300 300 614 84 2,295 3,357
Prizes 140 161 0 221 522
Site Expenses

Site Rental 1,250 1,150 1,305 990 1,200 1,200 900 150 9,542 16,605
Table Rental 500 550 0 0 613 0 2,630 3,696

Site Expenses 1,750 1,700 1,305 990 1,200 1,200 1,513 150 0 0 12,172 20,301
Tournament  Admin

Advertising and Promotion 55 174 0 0 29 34 125 0 241 313
Caddies 100 200 300 300 75 100 150 0 1,860 4,250
Novice Program 0 2,207
Equipment Rental 155 75 155 90 0 0 264 125 1,890 1,942
Tournament  Admin - Other 40 126 35 52 15 0 66 83 605 4,372

Tournament  Admin 350 575 490 442 119 134 604 208 0 0 4,596 13,085
Unit Expenses 460 468 489 462 406 300 777 4,397 4,653
District Expenses 827 827 794

Total Tournament Expenses 6,056 5,708 6,045 6,013 4,576 4,228 8,645 1,978 0 3,644 55,627 97,550
Net Tournament Income (226) 159 (120) (491) 282 (910) 1,274 414 0 3,975 3,238 12,702

Tables 125.0 127.5 134.0 125.5 108.0 75.0 224.0 52.0 1338.5 2020.0

Notes: 2016* Unit 249 Regional data is shown for comparison purposes only. The data is not included in the total calculations.

TOTAL
Goderich
Sectional

Chatham
Sectional

Stratford
Sectional

NAP
District Finals STaCs

St. Thomas
Sectional
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Comparison of Results Based on Completed Tournaments to Date

2017 2018 Better/Worse
London 755 891 136
Guelph 1,229 1,504 275
Sarnia (148) 31 179
K-W/Cambridge 1,153 2,102 948
Kitchener Regional 11,120 (2016) 5,441 (5,679)
Tillsonburg 352 313 (40)
Goderich (226) 159 386
St. Thomas (120) (491) (370)
Chatham 282 (910) (1,192)
Stratford 1,274 0 (1,274)  No Submission Yet
Total 15,672 9,039 (6,632)



Ad Hoc Tournament Committee 
 
How do we allocate Unit 249 tournament profits?’ 
 
At our September 15 Unit 249 board meeting, we tabled a letter from Jim Dalgliesh regarding how Unit 
249 could utilize its current surplus funds to help support tournaments. This correspondence generated 
much discussion at the board and an ad-hoc committee was subsequently struck to discuss and provide 
recommendations to the board on how best to allocate the unit’s surplus funds. 
 
The ad-hoc tournament committee, consisting of Ted Boyd, Susan Edwards, Tom Jolliffe and Jennifer 
Verdam-Woodward (regrets), met on October 21 to discuss and recommend options to the Unit 249 
board on how best to allocate the units surplus funds to help support tournaments. 
 
Initially, the committee reviewed the four recommendations presented by Jim Dalgliesh: 
 

1. Clubs supporting a tournament receive a $500/day stipend 
2. Suspend Unit 249 charges to tournaments – approximately $5,000 per annum 
3. For Regionals, compensate host club for any foregone revenue – estimate of $1,200 
4. Increase fees for rental of club equipment to tournaments 

 
The primary objective of Unit 249, as stated in our Constitution is “to preserve and promote the best 
interests of and to stimulate interest in the art of playing competitive duplicate bridge.” While the 
committee appreciates the significant volunteer effort undertaken to host a tournament, we did not 
agree that tournaments should act as a funding source for hosting clubs. The above recommendations 
are not consistent with the Unit’s mission. 
 
Subsequently, the committee discussed several options, which Unit 249 may promote and stimulate the 
playing of duplicate bridge. The ad-hoc committee has three recommendations: 
 

1. Support Volunteer Recognition 
The success of our sectional and regional tournaments is very dependent on volunteers. While 
Tournament Director Honoraria are intended to acknowledge primary volunteers who help to 
organize and run tournaments, the committee viewed that these honoraria do not sufficiently 
filter down to recognize other tournament volunteers. The Niagara Regional has for some time 
offered Free Play vouchers to tournament volunteers. This practice has been quite successful, as 
tournament organizers must turn away some individuals who wish to volunteer. Given the 
popularity of this program, the committee recommends that Unit 249 adopt a similar initiative. 
 
The committee recommends that Free Tournament Plays be issued to sectional tournament 
chairs at the rate of 5% of the previous year’s table count. A tournament that hosted 140 tables 
would receive seven Free Tournament Plays to be distributed by the Chair to tournament 
volunteers.  
 
With 100% redemption of Free Tournament Play vouchers, the annual cost to Unit 249 would be 
approximately $1,642.50 (2,628 tables * 5% * $12.50). This might be partially offset by increased 
play by volunteers. 
 



We will evaluate the percentage to see whether it is sufficient or whether the formula works. 
We will also say 5% approximately, so that if someone has eight volunteers and seven free plays, 
we can issue one more. This will apply to all 2019 tournaments.  
 
Jennifer Verdam-Woodward moved that Free Tournament Plays be issued to sectional 
tournament chairs at the rate of approximately 5% of the previous year’s table count, to be  
distributed by the Chair to tournament volunteers. Maria Deaves seconded - CARRIED 
 

2. Support Director Training 
The committee recognizes that bridge clubs within unit 249 do not have an adequate number of 
directors to support clubs in the foreseeable future. New directors are needed, as well as 
director refresher training. 
 
The committee recommends that the unit subsidize two Director Training courses and two 
Director Refresher courses each year. Each course would be offered in the Kitchener-Waterloo 
region and the London region. The unit would reimburse participants their exam fee ($25 USD) 
as well as individual purchases of ACBLRULES1 ($50). ACBLRULES1 includes The ACBL Handbook 
of Rules and Regulations plus two online courses: ACBL Score for Beginners and Ruling the 
Game. The committee also recommends that the unit underwrite the cost of a facilitator for 
these courses. Attendees would be expected to pay a modest fee of $25 to attend each training 
session. 
 
Assuming five attendees at each Director training course the unit would incur an expense of 
approximately $750 (5 * 2 * $75) less the attendee fees of $250 plus the facilitator costs for 
these sessions. The committee does not know the facilitator cost but estimates this expense to 
be between $1,000 and $1,500. 
 
Hazel Hewitt suggested that we be more specific; try setting up one training course and then 
assess that. Tom Jolliffe would prefer that we set up two. Jed Drew suggested that we use Dave 
Baker who has done director training facilitation in the past. Sue Edwards said Patty Lee used to 
facilitate training as well. Hazel likes the idea of using Dave Baker and Dwight Bender. Ted Boyd 
stated that we should not be concerned with facilitators at the unit level. We should give it to 
London and Grand River, and tell them to run it and the Unit will pay for it. There was general 
agreement on that suggestion. We will do it twice in a centralized location and then if another 
club wants to apply to hold the training at a future time, we will look at that on a case-by-case 
basis. Tom Jolliffe suggested that the clubs hold both the training and the refresher courses at 
the same time. Teacher fees would be between 1,000 and 1,500 and then we would pay for the 
book and the exam. The students would pay $25 CAD for the course, the exam, and ACBLRules I. 
 
Moved by Sue Edwards that we run two director training courses in London and Grand River in 
2019. Pat Simpson seconded. - CARRIED  
 

3. Support New Bridge Players 
The committee believes that the future viability of bridge clubs and tournaments relies on the 
recruitment of new players into the bridge community. The unit has paid for the LBIAD course 
syllabus, which can be taught up the five times within the unit. These LBIAD sessions have had 
positive enrollment levels. The committee believes that additional support is needed to 



encourage LBIAD participants to attend subsequent bridge courses which in turn may alleviate 
new player angst towards attending actual duplicate bridge sessions.  
 
The committee recommends that the unit reimburse $50 in individualized Free Play vouchers to 
LBIAD graduates who subsequently complete a first level bridge course within one year of 
completing a LBIAD session. Assuming the unit provides 5 LBIAD courses and 10 individuals 
subsequently complete a first level bridge course the cost to the unit would be $2,500. 

 
The clubs would manage the distribution of these free plays  
 
It was agreed that we will add LBIAD “or any equivalent such as a Taste of Bridge” so that clubs who do 
not run the LBIAD can qualify, such as at the end of a beginning series of lessons. It was also agreed that 
we would change $50 to three free plays. Pat Simpson pointed out that people may choose to go to 
unsanctioned clubs rather than sanctioned clubs so we should be careful to specify that these are for 
sanctioned games within the Unit. 
 
Motion: Upon completion of a beginning series of bridge lessons which is their first bridge course, each 
person be given three free plays for a sanctioned club within the unit.  Moved by Tom Jolliffe, seconded 
by Sue Edwards - CARRIED 
 
The total anticipated cost of these three recommendations ranges from $5,650 to $6,150 annually. 
Given the unit’s current surplus cash, the committee believes these initiatives are affordable and will 
support both players and tournaments within unit 249. 
 
Submitted by: Ted Boyd, Susan Edwards, Jennifer Verdam-Woodward, and Tom Jolliffe 
 
Ted Boyd said that Jim Dalgliesh wants the Unit to shut down clubs during the Kitchener regional, which 
would lead to $1,200 to $1,500 of lost net revenue. Sue Edwards wondered if Jim has taken into account 
that the club itself would not make money during the Regional week because no one would attend. She 
said that Richard Fokes had approached the unit years before regarding this and had been turned down. 
Jed said that in discussions in the past, the unit told Richard Fokes to go back and make a business 
decision regarding whether to shut down, but that we would not support it. Jennifer Verdam-Woodward 
points out that if we do decide to pay clubs for lost revenue we would need to set a geographic limit.  
 
Ted Boyd moved that we pay $100 per session that they would have run to any club within a 50 km 
radius that closes a game because of a regional. The game must be regularly scheduled at a concurrent 
time to the regional. Sue Edwards seconded. – CARRIED 
 
Tom Ramsay will reply to Jim Dalgliesh. 
 
Jed Drew will write a procedure for approval at the next meeting.  
 
Unfinished Business: 
 

- Discussions as to whether to appoint a replacement for Sue Edwards as she is stepping down as 
of this meeting. It was decided that we would not appoint a replacement since the election is 
August 2019. 



- 2019 Election: the call for nominees and the cut off date for the Kibitzer is February 1st. Jed will 
call for nominations. The election will be held at the Tillsonburg tournament in August on the 
Saturday. Results will be announced at the AGM in St Thomas in September. If we do not have 
enough nominees, we will not have an election. We will follow the procedures set out in the last 
two elections. Deadline for receiving nominations is April 15th. Jennifer will need nomination 
forms for current board members who are running by then. Jed asked Sue if she would be 
willing to run the election buddy. She says she will help but will not run the election itself. 

- Gary Robertson Hall of Fame request – the Board decided not to do the Hall of Fame at the time. 
Tom Ramsay will reply to Gary Robertson. 

 
New Business: 
 

- Hazel Hewitt is resigning as the Unit 249 representative to District 2. There are some upcoming 
changes to the District procedure as per representatives required (currently there is one per unit 
and one for every member over 1,000, and this will, if passed, drop to one per unit). Jennifer 
Verdam-Woodward will attend this year’s meeting and Hazel will give her proxy. Thanks to Hazel 
for doing this and thanks to Jennifer for taking it on.  

- Long-term plan for Regional – the sanction has been received for 2020 and 2021 but we have no 
sanction yet for 2023, as there may be some volunteer burnout from Kitchener after hosting 
regionals two years in a row. The Board will discuss this again in January 2020. 

- Conflict with NAP – Stratford has changed their tournament dates but the date they changed to 
conflicts with the NAP. The NAP is a variable event but they have to coordinate with other units 
that run it. Stratford doesn’t have a lot of choice because of the location of their tournament. 
Jed Drew is going to look at alternate dates and Ted Boyd will ask Ross Driedger if he does have 
any latitude concerning the date. 

 
Next Meeting 
 
The next meeting will be held in London on Friday, May 3rd at 9:30 am. 
 
Adjournment: Moved by Jennifer Verdam-Woodward that the meeting be adjourned - CARRIED.  
 
CLUB MANAGERS and DIRECTORS, 
PLEASE, POST and ANNOUNCE THIS 
ASAP TO THE PLAYERS IN YOUR AREA. 
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